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ABSTRACT
Computational approaches to climate modeling have advanced rapidly in recent years, as have the tools and techniques associated with the construction of artificial life, artificial societies, and social simulation experiments. However, the use of computer simulation to study the effects of climate change on human conflict and cooperation is still relatively rare. In this article, we consider some of the challenges and opportunities that face interdisciplinary teams seeking to develop models that incorporate human, ecological, and natural systems. There is an urgency to this task because climate-abetted socio-economic and inter-cultural stress can trigger conflict at all scales, which exacerbates human suffering. We argue that the interdisciplinary community of scholars with expertise in multi-agent artificial intelligence simulation and artificial life modeling have a unique opportunity to collaborate and address these challenges by attempting to develop artificial societies capable of uncovering adaptive pathways that can minimize social conflict and maximize cooperation in the face of climate-abetted social and ecological change.

1 INTRODUCTION
This article calls for a closer dialogue and collaboration between scientists who utilize computational approaches in the "social simulation" (SS) and "artificial life" (AL) academic communities in order to better understand and address potential existential threats facing humanity in the Anthropocene. The latter term is increasingly used among climate scientists to refer to the current geological epoch in which human activities have become drivers of climatic and environmental change (Davies 2016, Subramanian 2019). The consensus among scholars who study the Earth system dynamics of the Anthropocene is that we are running out of time to prevent catastrophic human-caused climate change. Although it is important to avoid alarmism, which can sometimes make things worse, we need to focus more attention on the problem and generate practically and politically viable solutions. Given the seriousness of these concerns, it is not surprising that climate scientists have been applying mathematical and computational modeling tools to analyze the relationships among contributing factors and to
develop alternative climate scenarios. For example, Steffen et al. (2018) recently modeled the potential trajectories of the Earth system as a function of human greenhouse gas emissions, biogeophysical feedback, and degradation of the biosphere. The authors argue that we may be approaching a planetary threshold beyond which a cascade of tipping elements would bring about a “Hothouse Earth” not suitable for human habitation and that sustained human stewardship of the system is necessary to create and maintain a “stabilized earth” pathway in which the human species has a chance to survive as an intentional and integral part of the Earth system dynamics.

The effects of climate change are increasing rapidly across the planet and it is not yet clear whether we will be able to act quickly enough to stabilize the climate and thereby avoid crossing a threshold that will render human life on Earth extremely difficult, if not unsustainable. In recent years, the United Nations, the European Commission, and other international organizations have invested in facilitating dialogue and motivating policy action to prepare for the further effects of climate change as resources (e.g. arable land, clean water and air) become scarcer, fires rage, storms intensify, sea levels rise, droughts and floods shift agricultural practices, and climate-related migration increases. However, climate change is certainly not the only potential existential threat to humanity; one also thinks of other dangers such as future global pandemics, chemical or nuclear war, and widespread famine. This means that exploring adaptation pathways for humanity through the Anthropocene will require trans-disciplinary research on climate change, tracking the varied factors that can exacerbate needless conflict or encourage needed cooperation within and across cultures. Here we encourage practitioners of both SS and AL to peer over the fence at the endeavors of their disciplinary neighbors, and to explore ways of working together to create more advanced “artificial societies” to address some of the adaptive challenges of the Anthropocene more effectively.

2 MODELING CLIMATE, CONFLICT, AND COOPERATION

The application of computational modelling techniques to these topics is nothing new; both the SS and the AL scientific communities have been separately developing models that tackle these issues for several decades. As we will see below, however, at the cutting edge of these efforts is the attempt to construct models that are capable of simulating interlocking human, ecological, and natural systems. The interactions within and among these systems produces climate change at the natural-system level, economically potent agricultural change that threatens food and water for humans and other animals at the ecological-system level, and social stress and existential anxiety at the human-system level. Humans may respond to such stress and anxiety by increasing social cooperation or social conflict (or both). Conflict within or between cultures is often the result of unproductive use of resources and can lead to unnecessary human suffering. Such conflict can be exacerbated by socio-economic stress and climate-driven migration that places large groups of human beings with different cultural norms in close proximity. In some contexts, however, migration and stress can seem to encourage cooperation even (or especially) in culturally pluralistic populations.

What are the conditions under which – and the mechanisms by which – cultural conflict or cooperation increase (or decrease) as climate change occurs? To answer such research questions, we need methods capable of coupling human, ecological, and natural systems in order (1) to produce practical, data-driven cost-benefit analyses of potential policy scenarios that impact climate change, and (2) to identify tipping points where human cultures are likely to abandon cooperation and devolve into conflict under stress exacerbated by climate change. Section 3 below addresses some of the major challenges involved in this undertaking and illustrates how it has been tackled so far in both the AL and SS communities. Section 4 outlines some of the ways in which these neighboring disciplines can inspire each other and possibly work together to construct artificial societies and social simulations that can shed light on adaptive pathways through the Anthropocene. In the remainder of this section, we review some of the literature in this rapidly growing field with special attention on the use of Agent-
Based Modeling (ABM). We focus on ABMs (and especially recent developments in multi-agent artificial intelligence modeling) because this provides us with a point of contact between the AL and SS communities, and a potential avenue for motivating dialogue and collaboration between scholars in these disciplines and both policy professionals and stakeholders in the relevant fields.

As noted above, models of climate change have become increasingly sophisticated in the last few decades. The urgency of getting these models right – and of allowing resulting insights to influence our actions – increases as we recognize the non-linear dynamics and potentially drastic consequences of climate change, such as the rapidity of sea level rise in areas that will displace human populations. However, as Beckage et al. (2018, p. 83) have pointed out, “social processes are important and dynamic components of the Earth system that have been largely absent from climate and integrated assessment models” (emphasis added). Linking models of human attitudes and behaviors with models of climate change is not only likely to result in more realistic and comprehensive simulations, but also can actually alter projected forecasts about factors such as the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHGs). These authors’ experiments with the Climate Social Model, which involved the coupling of a social model with a carbon-cycle model called C-ROADS, demonstrated that “perception of risk from extreme events associated with climate change can influence emissions behaviors to reduce GHGs” (2018, p. 83, emphasis added). They suggest that climate modelers should work harder to incorporate human attitudes and social dynamics into their computational architectures.

Social simulations of cultural conflict (and cooperation) have also grown in sophistication and precision over the decades. Given the human suffering caused by armed conflict, for example, it is not surprising that social scientists interested in understanding such conflicts have increasingly turned to computational modeling tools for help in analyzing the conditions under which they are likely to occur (Lim et al. 2007; Neumann 2014). Research using these methods has shed light on a variety of conflicts between or within cultures, such as the tensions caused by migration, and attempts at the integration of immigrants from different cultures (Houy 2019). As climate change alters our environment in increasingly intense ways, trying to avoid conflict will not be enough. We need to proactively foster cooperation within human populations that will be affected by pandemics, drought, fire, hurricanes, and other climate-related events that increase existential insecurity or force migration” (Verburg et al. 2016, p. 338).

The pressing task, then, is to construct empirically validated and policy-relevant computational models that are capable of simulating the causal interactions among natural, ecological, and human systems. Many scholars within SS are working in this direction. The targets of these models are sometimes referred to as “coupled human and natural systems” (CHANS). The coupling yields more than the sum of the parts, with unique emergent properties that “do not belong separately to human or natural systems, but emerge from the interactions between them, and have their own structure, function, and dynamic mechanisms” (Wang et al. 2018, p. 87). For a review and assessment of earlier ABM-type CHANS, see (An 2012). Another common phrase among computational social scientists for the target of models that aim to link climate dynamics and human social dynamics is “socio-ecological systems” (SES). A recent state-of-the-art survey of SES methodologies and models summarized the achievements of the field and articulated persistent challenges, such as the need to represent human decision-making more accurately in light of knowledge from social psychology (Schulze et al. 2017). Most SES models that have explicitly tackled the interaction between climate change and cultural conflict (or cooperation) have focused on particular regions and specific policy intervention options (Hailegiorgis et al. 2010; Granco et al. 2019). For a review of earlier uses of ABMs to address climate change adaptation and sustainability see (Balbi & Giupponi, 2010; Arneth et al., 2014), and for an overview and assessment of more recent developments in this direction see (Köhler et al., 2018; BenDor & Scheffran, 2018).

All of this is good news. There is indeed a growing interest among climate scientists and policy stakeholders in using ABM and other computational modeling techniques to identify “plausible and desirable futures in the
Anthropocene” (Bai et al. 2016), to pursue an “experimental socioecology” that can enhance diverse decision-making strategies in cooperative processes such as land-use (Barton et al. 2016), and to use computer modeling to facilitate “future safe and just operating spaces” (Cooper and Dearing 2019). Such models are needed because it is not obvious how human beings will respond to the effects of climate change. The moral equipment that is part of our phylogenetic inheritance can drive us into conflict or toward cooperation with both in-group and out-group members. Humans can be selfish and antagonistic under threat, but such conditions can also motivate the expansion of altruistic attitudes and behaviors. The behavior of human populations under varying conditions of threat is ambiguous, and critically depends on individual differences in personality and experiential history, underlining the importance of ABMs designed with cognitively complex, psychologically plausible, and heterogeneous agents in artificial societies.

3 THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL CHALLENGES

Attempts to create models that can help us adapt to the rapidly changing environment of the Anthropocene without devolving into disastrous social conflict are more likely to succeed if they are guided by well-constructed theories, informed by subject-matter experts and stakeholders, and validated by high-quality empirical data. In this section, we identify some of the key challenges facing scholars in AL and SS who are interested in jointly tackling this task. One of the main theoretical challenges is handling the sheer complexity of interlocked natural, ecological, and human systems. A growing number of scholars emphasize the importance of accounting for differences in geographical regions and sociopolitical and economic contexts, which shape the resilience of human populations as they respond to climate change (Von Uexkull et al. 2016; Abel et al. 2019). In some places climate events might challenge resilient socio-economic systems, while in other places the same events could be catastrophic. Moreover, shifts in environmental or social conditions, as well as policy interventions, can alter the likelihood of conflict or cooperation in response to climate change.

Theoretical debates about the relation between climate and conflict are played out in journals from the relevant disciplines. For example, in 2012 the Journal of Peace Research hosted a special issue with a series of articles addressing the relationship between climate and conflict in a wide array of contexts such as the Israel-Palestine conflict and in relation to a variety of specific challenges such as water management and institutional resilience (e.g., De Stefano et al. 2012; Feitelson et al. 2012). In 2014 the journal Climatic Change had a special issue with several articles that critically reviewed the evidence, representing a variety of conflicting interpretations (e.g., Gemenne et al. 2014; Hsiang and Burke 2014). In the same year the journal Political Geography published a special issue on climate change and conflict, in which many of the contributions highlighted disparate findings and conflicting messages (e.g., Gleditsch and Nordås 2014; Salehyan 2014). What is striking in these discussions is how little consensus emerges. This may be due, in part, to the complexity of the relationships among climate change and conflict (and cooperation); traditional statistical techniques of the sort typically used by scholars in social science disciplines can model these relationships to some degree, but empirical data are often lacking and they struggle to answer questions about causation. Tackling this challenge will require modeling strategies that are more capable of handling formally complex adaptive systems, such as ABMs, in order to tease out some of the relevant causal mechanisms and the parametric conditions that enable or constrain them.

Modeling climate, conflict, and cooperation also faces practical challenges. Finding suitable data is one (Scheffran et al., 2012). Fortunately, in recent years several groups have been developing datasets that are conducive to the task. One valuable dataset for these purposes is GDELT, which monitors news about conflict from around the world: https://www.gdeltproject.org/. Another example of a useful and accessible dataset is that developed by the European Commission’s Copernicus Project, which provides freely available data on climate:
Datasets are oriented toward humanitarian concerns are becoming more common (e.g. Humdata: https://centre.humdata.org/predictive-analytics/).

Another major practical challenge in the construction of policy-oriented artificial societies is securing the interest and maintaining the involvement of policy professionals and other stakeholders in the process of creating and interpreting models. When stakeholders are not adequately engaged throughout the process, it can be difficult for them to understand the value or trust the findings of the model. This helps to explain the increase in popularity of participatory approaches to modeling, which involve far more robust collaboration between simulation engineers, subject matter experts, stakeholders, and policy professionals from inception to implementation. Such approaches can include scenario analysis, design workshops, prototyping, and user panels (Elsawah et al., 2015; Polhill et al. 2019; Moallemi and de Haan 2020). Making the case for participatory modeling requires project leaders and computer-science practitioners to explain to stakeholders and policy experts the benefits of extended commitment in a compelling way, beginning with the practical policy relevance of this type of tool. Despite the difficulties, a growing number of computational social scientists are attempting to construct models that explore adaptive policy pathways in response to climate change (Haasnoot et al. 2013) and support planning for long-term socio-ecological change (Gaube and Haberl 2013). Effective policy evaluations and forecasts rely on moving beyond correlations among measurable factors to plausible claims about causal relations, which is one of the benefits of ABM techniques. However, it is important to emphasize that the future of complex adaptive systems cannot be “predicted” in a strong sense; emphasizing the limitations of these tools is crucial when engaging policy professionals in social simulation strategies.

Another challenge, which is both theoretical and practical, has to do with the difficulty of developing artificial societies whose computational architectures include cognitively realistic simulated agents embedded within socially realistic networks. The Multi-Agent Artificial Intelligence (MAAI) variety of ABMs embraces this challenge. But most ABMs that have tackled issues related to climate change mitigation have tended to be relatively abstract with simple agents, minimizing cognitive, behavioral, and social complexities. Creating realistic heterogeneous agents and accurate agent networks usually calls for cognitive, demographic, ecological, and biophysical variables, depending on the use case, and is even more challenging when the agents and networks must be spatially represented and when multiple overlaying social networks change with time. These complexities multiply when the goal is to simulate across scales: “There is a need for ABM to cross the gap between micro-scale actor and larger-scale environmental, infrastructural and political systems in a way that allows realistic spatial and temporal phenomena to emerge; this is vital for models to be useful for policy analysis in an era when global crises can be triggered by small numbers of micro-level actors” (Lippe et al. 2019, 269).

This review has surfaced a recurring question: how can we adequately include and represent the human agents in coupled socio-economic-political-climate models? That this is important is widely acknowledged, but how (or whether it is possible) to incorporate cognitively and behaviorally plausible human agents and place them within artificial societies with realistic hierarchically structured networks is still an open debate. The MAAI type of ABM is potentially far more complex than ABMs with simple agents and interactions, making MAAIs more difficult to understand and explain, and thereby calling for novel methods of analysis and visualization.

This challenge is illustrated in one of the most promising recent attempts to construct a “coupled socio-climate” ABM designed to chart pathways to climate-change mitigation. In that model, Bury et al. represented individuals as either “mitigators” or “non-mitigators,” whose behaviors were guided by utility functions related to social norms and other factors. Optimization experiments on this relatively simple model suggested that, on the pathway to climate-change adaptation, the first step should be “prioritizing an increase in social learning, followed by a reduction in mitigation costs” (Bury et al. 2019, p. 1). While this process produced actionable policy-related insights, the authors acknowledged that their model was limited by its lack of hierarchical social networks and its inability to represent heterogeneous personality variables among its agents. But humans are not
all the same, their behaviors are shaped by their shifting social contexts, and those facts are directly relevant to emergent features in complex adaptive social systems. Most of the models we have reviewed here are not psychologically and sociologically realistic. Keeping agents and interactions unrealistically simple helps to make a model easy to understand and explain, but also understandably leads to suspicion both within the academy and among policy stakeholders about the relevance and usefulness of computational simulations.

4 OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPLORING ADAPTIVE BIO-CULTURAL EVOLUTIONARY PATHWAYS THROUGH “ARTIFICIAL SOCIETIES”

We believe that the interdisciplinary community of scholars with expertise in AL and SS has a unique opportunity to address these challenges by developing and designing experiments within artificial societies capable of uncovering pathways that can minimize social conflict and maximize cooperation in the face of climate-abetted social and ecological change. As we have seen, experts in these fields have been working in this direction for some time. Quite early in the development of AL, cellular automata were already being applied to study socio-environmental systems in ways that might help anticipate the effect of climate change in local areas and guide land-use decisions (Engelen et al. 1995; Engelen and White 2008). Other early AL technologies produced insights into conflictual and cooperative relationships by studying the emergence of diverse interacting digital creatures, such as those in the influential Tierra models (Ray 1991). In more recent years, scholars in both disciplines have made rallying cries within their communities, calling their colleagues to utilize their skills to address societal and ethical challenges (Penn, 2016; Squazzoni et al., 2020; Conte et al., 2012; Bedau et al., 2000; Aguilar et al., 2014).

Our rallying cry is to (and across) both communities. The daunting complexity of the societal challenges we now face in the Anthropocene calls for a bolder transgression of disciplinary boundaries. But where shall we start? Since the task is to explore possible adaptive pathways in our contemporary environment, it makes sense to begin by taking into account both our shared phylogenetic and diverse socio-historical inheritances, which were shaped by earlier ancestral environments and now condition and constrain any and all potential paths forward. This is also a good place to start for this particular inter-disciplinary endeavor because scholars within the SS and AL communities already have ongoing intra-disciplinary conversations about the importance of developing simulations informed by the sciences that study bio-cultural evolution. Given the history and focus of these fields, it is understandable that AL is stronger on the side of biological evolution while SS is stronger on the side of cultural evolution. In this section we argue that these strengths can complement one another and identify some of the ways in which collaborative efforts might enable the construction of more plausible and more useful artificial societies.

These interdisciplinary efforts can also be facilitated by viewing them within a meta-ethical framework that has been developed specifically for computer scientists working on policy-oriented models (Shults and Wildman 2019). The first aspect of the framework has to do with broader philosophical debates between proponents of consequentialist and deontological approaches to ethics, or realism and non-realism in epistemology and metaphysics. The framework also has a practical aspect that focuses on ways in which philosophical clarity and scientific engagement can help us avoid moral confusion or evasion as we seek to take responsibility for action in the face of challenges such as climate change. While these are important, in this context the scientific aspect of the framework is more relevant. Artificial societies and the networked simulated agents that populate them should be informed by empirical evidence and theoretical insights about the evolved moral equipment that motivates and limits contemporary human attitudes and behaviors. There are of course a wide variety of competing theories about the mechanisms of biological and cultural evolution, but we believe that there are good reasons to think that they all enjoy some empirical support and explanatory power and contribute to a rough
consensus about the cognitive and coalitional biases that shape human norms (Shults 2018). We are a hyper-social species, but our capacity to cooperate within groups can also activate anxiety about and antagonism toward out-group members (Johnson and Toft 2014). We cannot fully escape our bio-cultural inheritance, but the more humbly conscious we are of its shaping influence the more likely we will be able to make humanely conscious decisions about adaptive pathways in the Anthropocene.

AL brings critical resources to this endeavor. Unlike most models in the SS community, which focus more on the emergence of macro-level cumulative behaviors from already existing micro-level agents, AL scholars are interested in discovering and creating the conditions for the actual generation and replication of life-like things from non-life-like things. Like biological evolution itself, the results of efforts within AL have often been extremely creative, leading to outcomes that have shocked their developers (Lehman et al. 2020). Many influential models developed within the AL community involve game-theoretic simulations intended to mimic evolutionary processes. For example, models using prisoner’s dilemma or public-good games often explore the conditions under which conflict and cooperation can emerge within human populations (Bravo and Yantseva 2018; Teehan and Shults 2019). However, traditional game-theory models typically involve agents with minimal heterogeneity and behavioral rules guided by utility functions presupposing that humans make rational choices. Given the overwhelming evidence for the role of cognitive-emotional inferential biases and ingroup-oriented preferential biases in the motivational reasoning of real human beings, such models are limited in their realism.

Among the “open problems” in AL identified by Bedau et al. (2000), two relate to the issue of bio-cultural evolution. The ninth problem is to “determine the predictability of evolutionary manipulations of organisms and ecosystems.” The activities of human beings – like all biological organisms – clearly influence their environment. But can these influences be measured and forecasted? “Speciation and extinction are ubiquitous features of evolutionary history, but the longer-term implications of frequent artificial speciation for biodiversity and sustainability are unknown. Addressing this challenge requires combining an understanding of evolution theory with theoretical experimentation in artificial life models that constructively address hypothetical changes to organisms and ecosystems” (Bedau et al., 2000, p. 371). The thirteenth open problem for AL is to provide “a quantitative understanding of the interplay between cultural and biological evolution” (2000, p. 373). There are significant debates in the literature about the similarities and differences between biological and cultural evolution, but weighing in on these is not crucial for our purpose here, which is to emphasize the need to account for both when constructing artificial societies intended to identify realistic adaptive pathways in the Anthropocene. As these authors note, many cultural-evolution approaches have “the characteristic limitations of analytical population biology, the very limitations that drive the pursuit of synthetic bottom-up models in artificial life.” The critical issue in this context, however, is “how biological and cultural evolution are interconnected and influence each other” (2000, p. 374).

Although AL scholars have typically focused more on the mechanisms of biological evolution, they have by no means ignored issues surrounding cultural evolution and social life. Indeed, some early contributors to the discipline intuited the revolutionary potential of applying AL to cultural evolution, whereby a “culture” might be understood as “a kind of organism built out of individuals and social units” (Farmer and Belin 1990, 20). Other early contributors described their study of complex adaptive systems utilizing phrases such as “artificial social life” (Gell-Mann 1994). In the light of insights derived from anthropology in general and cultural evolution in particular, Gessler has explicitly called for the construction of “artificial cultures,” aspirationally describing the latter as extending “the program of artificial societies by adding richer modes of thought, richer social interactions and more richly constructed human spaces” (Gessler, 2002, p. 11). Gessler’s vision for artificial cultures would take us beyond traditional artificial societies; the latter explore macro-level shifts emerging from micro-level behaviors, but the former would actually generate artificial cultures. This distinction is crucial because it identifies one of the weaknesses of many models developed in the SS community. Computational
social scientific experiments using ABMs have shed quite a bit of light on opinion dynamics and the mechanisms
by which norms shift in populations (Conte et al., 2014; Xenitidou & Edmonds, 2014; Elsenbroich & Gilbert,
2014), but they struggle to produce the emergence of normativity itself. This is one of the main ways in which
AL could contribute to SS: introducing new techniques and evolutionary computational architectures for
artificial cultures in which the actors can “redefine the system in which they are a part” (Gessler 2003, 4).

Are we there yet? No. Neither AL nor SS has yet achieved this goal and it is not clear when they might.
However, recent developments in SS have moved in the direction of another goal identified by Gessler as a
necessary component of the sort of model of dynamical hierarchical emergence that he envisions. Such a
minimal artificial culture would need to “be seeded with a population of individuals, each with the properties
of age, sex and parentage, and situated in a physical environment with both space and time.” One recent
computational model called the “Artificial Society Analytic Platform” (ASAP) includes agents with these
variables, as well as other variables such as personality factors (Big Five), social identity, employment status,
openness to cultural others, and shared norms. These agents are located in space that simulates the neighborhoods
of a major western city and move through time over (at least) four generations as they are born, attempt to find
jobs and get married, make friends, interact on social media, and eventually die (Shults et al. 2020). ASAP allows
a form of “virtual ethnography” and can be used to explore issues such as immigrant integration in western cities
(Puga-Gonzalez et al., 2019).

Conversations about the exploration of adaptive pathways in the Anthropocene inevitably raise ethical
concerns. Pathways for whom? And to what end? Which norms shape the criteria for making such decisions?
The capacity for misuse of such models is high so it matters who defines and controls their “proper” use. Norms
are not distributed universally in human populations, so it matters which norms get attention and which are
marginalized. Assumptions about norms operative within social-simulation experiments can significantly impact
outputs, which affects the analysis and evaluation of potential policy interventions explored in such models
(Diallo et al., 2020). Although it will not eliminate such ethical quandaries, pressing toward computational
architectures that are more deeply informed by the bio-cultural sciences about the moral reasoning equipment
bequeathed to humans by evolution and fashioned within cultural settings will at least make the task more
tractable by surfacing the assumptions and purposes guiding such conversations.

One potentially fruitful direction here would be to link climate models to MAAI models that employ more
realistic cognitive architectures informed by social psychology and evolutionary biology and whose agents
interact within more realistic social networks. SS is making progress in this direction. For example, an artificial
society whose agents have variables informed by “terror management theory” and were placed in environments
with various levels and types of threat (contagion, social, predation, and natural) was able to simulate the
emergence of increased religiosity in a population and show the way in which it was driven by mortality salience
and in-group identification at the individual level (Shults et al. 2018b). This model was also extended to include
agent variables related to identity fusion theory and social identity theory, and to incorporate more complex
social network dynamics. This expanded model was able to simulate the emergence of conflict between religious
groups, and to identify the conditions and mechanisms that drove the mutual escalation of such conflict (Shults
et al. 2018a). Simulation experiments were validated using empirical data sets derived from experiments in social
psychology and survey and historical analysis from conflicts such as “The Troubles” in Northern Ireland.
Because they already include relatively complex cultural agents in realistic networks placed in environments
with threats that can be parameterized, these models lend themselves to coupling with more realistic climate
models. If successful, such coupling could provide policy-relevant insights into the conditions under which
conflict and cooperation are likely to emerge in response to climate-related threats, thereby contributing to the
achievement of the UN Sustainability Development Goals (Shults and Wildman 2020).
A partnership between AL and SS could go much further, demonstrating the emergence (not just the mutation) of norms related to social cooperation and conflict, and reflecting the intricately complex society-environment interface. Safely navigating the shoals that lie ahead calls for bottom-up emergence of new norms capable of capturing the imagination of large numbers of people in ways that prevailing norms are failing to do. We should probably think of such emergent norms as life-like organisms that thrive and spread or retract and die depending on reception, which in turn depends on minds, cultures, social networks, cultural circumstances, and top-down socio-political reinforcement. This transition in the normative landscape is an adaptive evolutionary change of the bio-cultural type we have been discussing: mental biases and preferences are just as important as cultural conditioning and nurture, and this type of normative transformation is inconceivable without both. Modelers in the AL and SS communities can work together with policy professionals and ethically concerned stakeholders to specify assumptions about the purposes and design of simulation models. During this process, we should surface our assumptions about whatever ideas or processes are at stake in the model, which in turn can foster dialogue about associated ethical challenges. Moreover, the use of simulation experiments on computational models can prompt users to clarify the purposes of the policies they are interested in implementing. This, too, forces ethical questions into the open, providing an opportunity for dialogue as well as a tool for experimenting with potential scenarios as we pursue pathways toward a sustainable future.
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